SOMEBEONE TO WATCH OVER ME
SATB, accompanied, with optional guitar, bass and drums.

Music and Lyrics by
GEORGE GERSHWIN and IRA GERSHWIN
Arranged by PETE SCHMUTTE

Slow Ballad $ = 69

*Guitar: Play ad lib. from chord symbols in piano part. Bass: Double bottom notes in l.h. of piano, adjusting octaves as necessary.
There's a somebody I'm longing to see. I hope that he

turns out to be someone who'll watch over
Oh, I'm a little lamb who's lost in the wood.
I know I could
al-ways be good
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A-though

to one who'll watch

over me.

may not be the man

some girls think

as

cont. ad lib.
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to my heart he carries the handsome.

Won't you tell him please to put on some shoes and follow my lead. Oh, how I need someone to

cont. ad lib.
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watch o ver me.

Al though he
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may not be the best some girls think as hand some. To
my heart he carries the key, key, key, key, key, Oo.

ah won't you tell them please to put on some speed
slow my lead,